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ISZAF ArtSZine is a digital publication for connecting, conveying, and conversing about the creative pulse of Shenzhen
and the Greater Pearl River Delta Region of Southern, China.

ISZAF ArtSZine

ISZAF — Our Mission

ISZAF —

Connect: connecting professional visual artists of all backgrounds,
disciplines, and nationalities, ISZAF promotes international artist
networking, collaboration, and professional development within
the Pearl River Delta Region of Guangdong, China, while engaging the local community as well through our various programmes, professional workshops and art/gallery events.
Converse: providing various outlets for discussion, critique or for
the exploration of new artistic techniques, ISZAF assists with constructive outlets for artistic conversation on all levels both within the
ISZAF community and the community abroad. In addition, ISZAF
works in diverse ways with artists and their galleries through their
programmes for its’ members and supporters, curators and arts
professional, and our arts consultancy services.
Convey: creating a platform for artists and their work to have
greater visibility within greater China, ISZAF brings audiences
and collectors close the work of the artists through various media
outlets (digital & print), individual gallery or group shows, and
community art events.

www.iszaf.com

www.iszaf.com
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About smiling
Jesus Salazar

Photography, as any other art medium, is a way of
expression, a way of communicating; learning photography is the equivalent of learning a new language,
in which the more words we learn, the more capable
we are of expressing our ideas and our feelings. It’s
impossible to express ourselves objectively with photography; any action, word or gesture comes conditioned
by thousands of experiences, books, movies, scents,
flavours, joys, punishments, sufferings. The social and
cultural factors that also condition our behaviours and
photos are infinite.
Steve McCurry said: “My life is shaped by the urgent
need to wander and observe, and my camera is my
passport”, but beyond our desire for observation, how
do we connect with people? How do we deepen our
connection with the society we try to portray? How do
we convert the object as a subject involved in the
photographic process?
In Venezuela, the hug is one of the simplest ways to
connect, a treasure people share in the early phases
of a friendship. There’s not much you have to do to
deserve a hug. Since my arrival to China I have forcefully learned that the hug had the same meaning but in
another dimension, with another cost; being no better
or worse but different, a learning along with so many
others from this lovely country.

The process of learning takes time and patience, but
when we add the language barrier, things get more
complicated and the patience it requires needs to
be doubled.
My incapacity of speaking mandarin was making my
urban landscapes with no apparent subjects. The fear
of bothering someone made me avoid taking portraits
and even including people in my pictures. Even though
I knew what I wanted, this fear, along with the absolute
desire to respect passers-by, was limiting me.
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“(...) learning photography is the equivalent
of learning a new language (...)”

杂
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Slowly, in a process of trial and error, I started to learn
that the Chinese society is extremely open to Photography, and instead of feeling discomfort or getting
rejections by people, I was getting smiles; some were
nervous, others more candid, but smiles nevertheless.
Smile after smile I was exploring the other side of
Photography, one that I always had my reservations
about: the “Portraiture”. In Venezuela, going out to the
streets with a camera is not the best idea, but in Shenzhen, no matter the place or the time, you can go out
and portray the people, walk, see someone, make a
grimace and by provoking that first smile, I establish an
unspoken complicity that allows me to connect with the
people I photograph.
I don’t speak mandarin but the camera translates my
intention; we smile, cheer and we portray each other.
Thanks to Photography I have discovered that in Shenzhen, different from the hug, you don’t have to do much
to deserve a smile…
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The surface is
on the surface
Catarina Braga

This past April, the exhibition “Sketch for 20 years”
in the J-Space and C2 Hall at OCT-Loft, didn’t
leave Shenzhen indifferent. The exhibition featured 5 Chinese realism oil painters that have been
gathering in a studio in Wuhan for over 20 years
to “sketch” and create their paintings. There were
long queues at the entrance. Why?
The main reason were the paintings “Xiao Tang”
and “Xiao Wen” by Leng Jun.
When seeing the exhibition and its paintings it was
impossible to not see a contrast of time. This salon
doesn’t seem to belong to the 21st century. Would
we consider it contemporary? And what do we
take with us, after seeing this exhibition?
Certainly a lot of selfies!
Traditionally, the photograph has always been the
reference image for the painting. It goes without
saying that Painting and Photography have a long
history together. Even before our modern photographic cameras, the sketch for a painting would
start in the camera obscura. But while walking
around the exhibition from painting to painting, I
could clearly see how the power between the two
has been shifted and the roles subverted. The painting is now the reference for the photograph.*
What happens is that these amazing realistic
paintings only last a few seconds, as there isn’t
anything else to look for in the work. The attention
we pay is soon passed onto our cameras and our
smartphones. The question of the painting is at the
same time the answer; it’s all there, the object does
not allow for any alternative interpretations.
The surface is on the surface. The canvas has become the screen.

But there’s another layer to it.

—
* ( I am not talking about how some

photographers have translated
famous paintings to photographs,
or how some photographic practices
are clearly influenced by a painting
practice. This topic could bring us so
many more thoughts on how Painting
and Photography are intimately intertwined, but for the sake of the article I
want to talk about the direct outcome
that comes from these paintings and
the actions they provoke.)
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Since its development in the 16th century and its
increasing use in Europe at the time, ‘Oil Painting’
was reserved for the royalty and the upper class as a
status of power. They showed their possessions, their
values, their immortality — they dictated how others
would see them (even when their faces were altered
and painted to be “beautified”. Let’s call it the photoshop of the time.)
Photography, on the contrary, has since democratized our sights, but more importantly - our experiences. Furthermore, photographic documentation has
transformed the whole world into a book of pictures.
And now, with a smartphone and an internet connection, the world is transformed into an online page
with infinite scrolling.
Like it happens nowadays with everything, the exhibition is mediated through the spetactors’ views. A
painting is no longer a painting; but a multitude of
images around that same object.
It’s interesting how we constantly forget about the
remediation of mediations themselves. Art making
is both a way of remediating the world around us
(or parts of it) as it is a means of producing reality. Hence, the final result of the interaction with the
exhibition is not only the images that we are left with,
but it’s how we choose to use them. The paintings are
used as a medium to express our desire of seeing
things. The posts and shares and likes continue to be
that same relationship we have with the exhibition
and its paintings. Everyone has the same power to
redefine themselves through the sights of others.
We appropriate the images we like that will also be
liked by the people we want to like us.
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Advice about
getting into galleries
Jon Poblador
there were resources at the university that I attended,
but the real world of earning a living was a more
immediate necessity. I ended up getting a non-art
related administrative job which provided me with
a small salary that was enough for rent, food, art
supplies, and going out to watch bands a couple of
times a month. I was a poor artist but, at least, I was
not starving. The most important thing was that I was
able to make art.

For a visual artist, gallery representation is not only
necessary for exposure and for the sales of art but it
also provides a very important step in gaining legitimacy. Gallery representation means someone involved in the art market saw the potential in selling
your work and decided to make an investment on
you. This, of course, is very different from simply
selling and promoting your artwork yourself.
A gallerist provides validation.
As my first show in Hong Kong opens this month it
made me reflect on my experience about moving
into a foreign country and trying to establish myself
as an artist. I arrived in China four years ago to be
a teacher and one of my main goals was to get into
a gallery. Now that I have achieved this I thought
I’d share with you some of my thoughts and experiences because the process is not always easy. I
don’t think there are really any established protocol
or rules, so everyone is just doing their own thing –
including myself, of course.
I finished graduate school in 1997 and, back then,
no one told me about how to approach galleries.
Sure, some of my professors gave some advice and

My first break happened during the last couple of
months in school. The director of the Institute of
Contemporary Art at The University of Pennsylvania,
Patrick Murphy, regularly visited the fine arts department to give critiques. We have known each other
for almost two years and he liked my work enough
to give me a hand. Patrick offered to introduce me to
Larry Becker and Heidi Nivling, who were the owners
of the preeminent, minimalist art gallery in Philadelphia: Larry Becker Contemporary Art (LBCA).
I don’t exactly remember how we first met. I’m not
sure if they called me or if I called them but, at some
point, I was invited to come over to show my work. A
visit to my studio came a few months afterwards.
And then, eventually, in 2001, I was given a two-person show at the gallery. I have remained with them
ever since.

—

—

Basically, the things I’m going to say here are from
my own experiences and will be clouded by my own
biases and personal philosophy. It will not be for
everyone but I think the insight will be helpful.
So, here is a list of advice for those of you who might
be interested in getting into an art gallery.

—

—
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—

BE PATIENT AND BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
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LARRY BECKER
CONTEMPORARY ART

—

From what I mentioned above, it took me about three
years from my first meeting with LBCA and getting a
show. I understood from the very beginning that they
were not interested in taking me in right away. I just
graduated and they needed to see if I would be able
to continue to make art independently without the
safety of a school environment. I did know, however,
that they liked my art and that was a very strong
motivation for me to try produce good work.
You have to remember that a gallery is ultimately a
business and they will only take in artists if they think
the work is going to sell and/or if they see a good
personal connection. Some galleries also seek different relationships with their artists. Some places are
strictly business and artists in their stable come and
go. LBCA prefers to know their artists a little better
so, for them, building a relationship is important.
Just like anybody, artists come in many personality
types: Some require a lot of attention; others are only
concerned about making money; some want to be famous; some are already famous; some could be very
difficult. LBCA would rather not work with someone
difficult.

rather a form of snobbishness. That’s partially true, so
yeah, I was a snob when I came out of grad school
and I still am. My paintings are my children and they
deserve a good place to be seen so I don’t want to
show them in just any place.
You can define integrity in many ways but, for me,
it’s about not selling out. Whatever you believe in, if
it’s important to you, stick with it. It may not be the
most effective, probably misguided, and people will
misjudge who you are but I believe the people who
matter the most will understand. Who you are as an
artist will show in how you make your work and how
you treat it.

Very, very few artists make it big right away. A lot of
it has to do with luck, location, personality traits, who
you know, who you meet, and the kind of work you
create. Think of this as a possible long-term endeavor
so be patient.

—

HAVE INTEGRITY
Even during art school, I placed a certain level of
value in my work where that I told myself that I would
never hang my paintings at a restaurant, bookstore
or café. You don’t have to do this, of course. This is
just me. My thinking was that people should see my
work because they wanted to look at art and not
because they were having their latte and there just
happened to be a painting on the wall next to them.
I did not want my paintings to be just decoration.
And, I definitely did not want them in an environment
where the lighting was not right, where people could
touch them, have them exposed to smoke, food, or
spilled drinks. I was stubborn about this and so my
only avenue was really a gallery. I guess some people might not consider this “integrity” per se, but

—

—

—

KNOW WHICH GALLERY IS RIGHT FOR YOU
Because of the type of art that I make I have limited
choices. When researching galleries I look at the kind
of art that they carry. When they mostly show representational / traditional work, photography, sculpture, ceramics, or “urban art”, they would not be a
good fit for me. I also look into the caliber of artists
in their roster. If the gallery is selling high-end work
from famous and well-established artists, then they
are simply out of my league. Same for the opposite
end of the spectrum. If the gallery mostly shows work
from emerging artists or those just out of school, I
don’t put it high on my list.
I’m a mid-career artist so I need a place that is
capable of handling my price range. The gallery
business is difficult and very competitive so, many

远
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establishments come and go. I was told recently that
to be considered an “emerging” gallery in Hong
Kong the space needs to be in business for at least
seven years. I do not approach places that are brand
new. Three to four years is probably fine.
Lastly, I also look at the quality of the artists’ work.
Just because, for example, a gallery shows abstract
art doesn’t mean I’d be a good fit. Some abstract art
can be quite bad and so when I see them in a gallery
it tells me a little bit about the owner’s expertise and
the kind of clients they cater to. I would rather not
have my work be associated with them. As an artist,
you should understand this.

—

IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT MAKING MONEY
This will vary from person to person depending on
the kind of artist you want to be or if you rely on art
sales as a primary source of income. I’m a high school art teacher and so I don’t make art for a living.
I would like to be a full-time artist but I’m currently
not in that situation (and probably never will be).
My goal right now is exposure. I have sold paintings
many times before so I am confident that my work is
strong enough and there is an audience for it somewhere. I would just like to get the work out and,
hopefully, the paintings will speak for themselves. I
am not desperate.
Desperation can also have a broad term. This goes
back to what I mentioned earlier about selling out. I
have been told many times that I would have more
success in selling my work if I made art that was more
understandable to a larger audience (like my insect
drawings, for example). People need to understand
that it’s not about the money and it should NEVER be
about the money. Or fame. Each artist has a unique
and specific message or philosophy they want to
share. The audience needs to compensate and not
the other way around. That’s what being an artist is
about. You are still trying to communicate an idea,
however, if you have to explain what you do verbally
or in writing, then…

—

KNOW YOUR STUFF
This part should be easy if you have a clear vision
about being an artist, what you are trying to do, how

you are trying to achieve it and, most importantly,
why you are making art. You need to be comfortable
talking about your work and you need to be impressive -- not necessarily by being knowledgeable but
by really understanding who you are and where you
belong in the realm of contemporary art. People will
always question what you do and could even appear
hostile so you should be able to stand your ground
or, at least, be used to getting criticism. This part can
be difficult for those of you who are just starting out
or if you are self-taught because it requires a certain
amount of confidence.

—

敌

—

HAVE A LOT OF (CONSISTENT) WORK READY

—

远

One of the reasons why it took me about two years
to start looking into galleries when I arrived in China
was because I brought very little paintings with me
from the United States. I had to make new work here
because I believe it was a way to prove to people
that, even after uprooting myself from my home, I
was still able to continuously produce work. I can
be inspired by my new surroundings and that I was
serious about making art. Have a lot of work ready
even if the likelihood of getting a show right away
is slim. It’s also good to have options to choose from
when you do have an exhibition.

—

You should also be consistent with the kind of artwork
that you make and that your portfolio, when seen as
a whole, is unified. It’s not like applying to art school
so don’t put in a wide variety of work even if they all
looked good individually. Have a clear, single voice
and message so that the gallery will know exactly
what kind of artist you are. If you are an abstract
artist, then be an abstract artist.

虑

—

ATTEND OPENING RECEPTIONS
Larry Becker once told me that, for him, the best way
to get artists is when he keeps seeing familiar faces
in opening receptions. That tells him that the person
is interested in what is regularly shown in the gallery
and, because of the social setting, relaxed, no-pressure conversations are often made.
If the other person reveals to him later on that he or
she is also an artist, then he would be more inclined

—
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to be interested in the work because he got to know
them as a person first.
If I lived in Hong Kong I would be attending receptions all the time. Every single month. Unfortunately,
most of them are held on weeknights and it’s not
possible for me to go. I’d attend receptions in Guangzhou as well but there is a language barrier that I’m
still not able to cross and I’m not involved in the scene
to know when and where they are happening.
So, even if you don’t like socializing, go. You need
to go out, show your face, and let people know who
you are.

—
Well, that’s my advice. I operate by what I know –
which is not always effective.
What I am realizing recently is that it’s a balance
of many different things: being confident; humble;
technically skillful; personable; ambitious; savvy;
generous; hard-working; honest; productive; and just
being really passionate about art. Art needs to be a
major part of your life. You need to make sacrifices
for it and you need to take risks for it. Putting yourself
out there to get into a gallery and being exposed to
rejection is not easy. I have been rejected many times.
Hopefully what I say here will make things a little bit
easier for you.
So, good luck!

Sea Bird, 2018
Acrylic on Linen Panel
36 x 46 cm

—

Batocera Hercules Maaki, 2016
Graphite Pencil on Paper
30” x 22” (76 x 56 cm)
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Our Contributors
for this issue
Jesus Salazar

Dani Green

The Venezuelan photographer Jesus Salazar has dedicated his work to
travel and capturing the essence of the natural landscape of Venezuela and
other Latin American countries. Now based in Shenzhen, China for over
2 years, Jesus is studying through the lens and getting a closer and more
personal perspective of the urban landscape and his people.

Dani is an Australian Visual Artist currently working within Photography and
Illustration. She has been involved with Visual Arts Education for the past 22
years teaching in Singapore, Australia and now Guangzhou, China.
Dani’s art practice revolves around documenting moments in time according
to place.

www.danigreenartist.com

Catarina Braga

Nadine Esterl

Catarina Braga is an artist and photographer from Portugal, and has been
living in Shenzhen for 2 years. Her artwork deals with processual matters of
Photography, thinking and exploring the medium, in relation with memory,
temporal and spacial traveling in our contemporaneity.

Nadine is a German/Ghanaian pattern and product designer who fell in
love with ancient architecture, ornamentation and the diversity in cultures.
From this mix, she creates her own style of patterns. Designing them is like
therapy to her, where she can express herself in her own unique way. Her
style is different in a sense that it has African, Aztec, bohemian, sometimes
Greek and more cultural elements mixed and matched and turned into more
intricate patterns; African materials being her biggest inspiration.

cargocollective.com/catarinabraga

Jon Poblador
Jon Poblador is an Asian American artist and art teacher based in Guangzhou. He makes minimalist/non-objective art and is represented by galleries
in the United States and Hong Kong. This summer he is taking a one-month
art residency in France.

jonpoblador.com

Jennifer Nicklas
— editor in chief
Jennifer Nicklas originally hails from Kansas City but has been living and
working in China for the past six years. Jennifer employs a variety of media
in her own art while exploring concepts such as place, structure, functionality, and identity. Jennifer’s interest in science emerges both conceptually
and through her process as she is inspired by the micro and macro that
surrounds us all.

Next issues...
Protocol for Submissions
We are always looking for creative content for the ISZAF
ArtSZine, such as reviews, featured artists, or you can pitch
us an idea.
With that in mind, please give considerable thought as to
whether your work is going to be an appropriate fit before
submitting. Due to the small scale of the ArtSZine team, only
successful submissions and content proposals will be contacted. If you wish to pitch your work to the team, please touch
base with our editor in chief, Jennifer Nicklas. We are open
to pretty much anything that is not explicitly illegal. Submit
content files by email to: jennifernicklas@gmail.com
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Jennifer Nicklas

jennifernicklas@gmail.com

In addition to the content files being submitted please also
include a word document that contains the below listed
information:
•
•

Name
Website / social media

•

Short bio

*All content files need to be submitted in an editable Word
document.

Word

